
AGREEMENT OF RELATIONSHIP
DISCUSSION AND COOPERATION

BETWEEN

UNIVERSIDAD TECNOLOGICA DEL NORTE DE COAHUILA
And

ST. PHILIP'S COLLEGE/SWC

By this agreement, Universidad Tecnologica del Norte de Coahuila, and St. Philip's College/SWC,
join together to promote academic, scientific and education partnership between our institutions.
We pledge our cooperation will be of mutual value to both Universidad Tecnologica del Norte de
Coahuila and St. Philip's College/SWC, to our people and our Communities. Further, it is based
upon international education principles of mutual benefit that assure equality and reciprocity.

Activities of this agreement shall include but not limited to:

Faculty Exchange.- It shall be the privilege of each institution to nominate one or more of their
faculty each year to participate in an exchange for the purpose of study or lecture in the other
reciprocal basis. The host institution will provide an appointment and library/teaching materials for
each faculty exchange travel, living arrangements, and other costs will be negotiated on an
individual basis.

Visiting Faculty.- In addition to an exchange of faculty members both institutions may, on occasion,
invite faculty members of the other institution to visit for the purposes of lecturing or consulting.
Such visits must be approved by the faculty member's home institution. The host institution will
have primary responsibility for the costs of the visiting faculty member, with the exception of
intentional air travel and salary may be negotiated.

Student Exchange.- Each institution will look with favor upon the exchange of a limited number of
students each year. The established admission and acceptance policies of each institution will be
followed. The cost and details for each student exchange will be negotiated and administered by
the appropriate officers of both institutions.

Development of other relationships.- Whereas both institutions agree to the mutual benefit of
humanistic exchange. This agreement sets apart the opportunity to continue to work together to
build other relationships, such as the exploration of library and academic materials, the exchange
of performing groups, the exploration of opportunities for tele-and satellite-communicated
meetings, conferences, or other academic endeavors.

Date of this agreement.- This agreement shall become effective June,2001. It will renew annually
on June, 2002 without change unless either party wishes to modify this agreement, or unless one
institution gives six months advance notice of its intent not to renew.



Appointment of responsibility officials.- Each institution will appoint one officer to act on its behalf
in all matters of correspondence, arrangements for exchange and visits, negotiations and
agreements and to receive all inquiries from faculty, students, and Administration.

FROM U.T.N.C. this representative will be: Lic. Arnulfo Vargas

FROM SPC/SWC this representative will be: Dr. Rodolfo Castillo

As president, I set my hand to this agreement of relationship and cooperation and pledge my
support to this act of friendship and mutual benefit between our institutions and people.

DR. FEDERICO ZARAGOZA VPA
SPC/SWC

DR. RODOLFO CASTILLO
INT. PROG. SPL/SPC/SWC

LIC. JAIME GUEVARA
RECTOR

UTNC

LIC. ARNULFO VARGAS
VINCULACIÓN/UTNC.


